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AbstractCorn is an essential agricultural commodity since it is used in animal feed, biofuel, industrial processing, and the manufacture ofnon-food industrial commodities such as starch, acid, and alcohol. Early detection of diseases and pests of corn aims to reduce thepossibility of crop failure and maintain the quality and quantity of crop yields. A decision tree is a nonparametric classification modelin statistical machine learning that predicts target variables using tree-structured decisions. The performance of this model canincrease significantly if the continuous predictor variables are discretized into valid categories. However, in some cases, the result doesnot provide satisfactory performance. The possible cause is the ambiguity in discretizing predictor variables. The incorporation offuzzy membership functions into the model to resolve discretization ambiguity issues. This work aims to classify diseases and pestsof corn plants using the decision tree model and improve the model’s performance by implementing fuzzy membership functions.The main contribution of this work is that we have shown a significant improvement in the decision tree model performance byimplementing fuzzy membership functions; S-growth, triangle, and S-shrinkage curves. The proposed fuzzy model is better than thedecision tree model, with an average performance increase from the largest to the smallest; kappa (12.16%), recall (11.8%), F-score(9.71%), precision (5.08%), accuracy (3.23%), specificity (1.94%), and AUC (0.49%). The combination of bias and variance generatedby the proposed model is quite small, indicating that the model is able to capture data trends well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Early detection of diseases and pests of corn aims to reduce the
possibility of crop failure and maintain the quality and quantity
of crop yields. Detection of food plant diseases using digital
images by applying classication tasks to statistical machine
learning algorithms has become popular in recent years (Resti
et al., 2022; Xian and Ngadiran, 2021; Ngugi et al., 2021;
Syarief and Setiawan, 2020; Rajesh et al., 2020; Kasinathan
et al., 2021; Kusumo et al., 2018). This trend occurs because
detection uses low-cost digital images (Ngugi et al., 2021) . The
choice of features from digital images is essential in classifying
diseases and pests of corn because it is a distinguishing factor be-
tween classes. Image transformation using the red, green, and
blue (RGB) color space model is the most informative feature
compared to other features such as the scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT), the speeded-up robust features (SURF), the

oriented and rotated brief (ORB), or the histogram oriented
gradient (HOG) in detecting corn plant diseases. This feature
also has the best accuracy in most machine learning methods
applied (Kusumo et al., 2018) .

A decision tree is a nonparametric classication model in
statistical machine learning that predicts target variables based
on tree-structured decisions. For continuous predictor vari-
ables, algorithmC4.5 of this model makes decisions by splitting
the predictor variables locally (Quinlan, 1996) , and the perfor-
mance of this model increases signicantly if the continuous
predictor variables are discretized rst (Dougherty et al., 1995) .
Inmany cases, the implementation of thismodel has performed
well (Kresnawati et al., 2021; Resti et al., 2021; Hussein et al.,
2020), including classifying plant diseases using digital images
(Rajesh et al., 2020; Kranth et al., 2018). However, in some
other cases, the implementation of this model does not provide
satisfactory performance (Xian and Ngadiran, 2021; Sahith
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et al., 2019; García et al., 2015). The reasons that can be
caused are the accuracy of method selection in preprocessing
and the ambiguity in splitting features to make decisions.

The problem of ambiguity in the feature splitting, known
as the discretization process, can be found in many datasets
(Ferreira et al., 2015) , including digital image data (Singh et al.,
2021; Sutha et al., 2021; Resti et al., 2020). Since each fea-
ture in an image has a unique pixel value interval, separating
digital image data processed using the RGB color space model
introduces uncertainty. The fuzzy membership function can
address ambiguity issues in decision-making (Dhanalakshimi
et al., 2019; Bitar et al., 2016; Semra and Ersoy, 2010). In
addition, no less important are the fuzzy membership func-
tions or their combination used in the discretization process
(Amini et al., 2021; Resti et al., 2020). The main contribution
of this work is that we have shown a signicant improvement in
the decision tree model performance by implementing fuzzy
membership functions; S-growth, triangle, S-shrinkage curves.

2. THE PROPOSEDMETHOD

2.1 Research Data
The data in this study is in the form of digital images of corn
plants’ diseases and pests. The digital image capture was car-
ried out during January-March 2021 using a 12-megapixel
handphone camera. The locations of the captures are in corn
plantations surrounding the University of Sriwijaya, specically
in the villages of Tanjung Seteko, Tanjung Baru, and Tanjung
Putus, which are located in the Ogan Ilir Regency of South
Sumatra, Indonesia. This investigation resulted in 761 digital
images distributed on three types of diseased and three types
of pest-infested corn plants. Three types of diseased are LRD
(leaf rust disease), DWD (downy mildew disease), and LBD
(leaf blight disease) and three types of pest-infested are LP
(Locusta pests), SFP (Spodoptera frugiperda pest), HAP (Heliotis
armigera pest). The distribution for each class is presented in
Table 1.

Figure 1 presents the examples of a digital image of each
disease and pest of corn.

Figure 1. Class Composition of Corn Plant Disease and Pest

Table 1. Percentage of Disease and Pest

Type Class %

Disease LRD 11.56
Disease DWD 6.44
Disease LBD 12.88
Pest LP 14.19
Pest SFP 39.16
Pest HAP 15.77

2.2 Method
The method proposed in this work addresses three main points;
preprocessing, implementation of fuzzy membership func-
tions in decision tree methods, and performance measurement.
In the preprocessing step, the image is cropped to highlight
specic observations, especially corn plant diseases and pests.
Then, the image is resized to 32×32 pixels and converted to
an RGB color space model. The average value of each matrix
element R, B, and B is taken as a predictor variable. Further-
more, these numerical values are discretized using (1) as (SAS
Institute Inc, 1999) . Suppose Xd◦ be the d-th predictor vari-
able which represents the color pixel values of numeric type.
Variable Xd is variable Xdo which is discretized as much as
k(Xd) by (Resti et al., 2022)

Xd = Xd
0 + Range(Xd) (1)

where

Range(Xd) =
max(Xd0) −min(Xd0)

k(Xd)

In the next step, let Y be the target variable that represents
the types of disease and pest of corn, k(Y) be the number of
types in Y, S(Y) be the number of observations in all types Y,
S(Xdm) be the number of observations in the m-th category of
the Xd for all types, p j be the prior probability in the j-th type
of Y, and pm be the prior probability in the m-th category of Xd .
A digital image with a vector predictor variable X is categorized
as the j-th particular type of disease or pest using the decision
model based on tree-structured decisions as depicted in Figure
2.

These tree-structured decisions consist of a root, internal,
leaf nodes, and branches. The root node is referred to as the
initial, and the nodes that follow it that have or do not have
branches are referred to as the internal and leaf nodes, respec-
tively (Witten et al., 2011; Hastie et al., 2009). Each internal
node represents Xd that is chosen based on its best information
gain, while its branch represents the m-th category of Xd and
the leaf node represents the k-th type of disease and pest. This
procedure is repeated until all predictor variables represented
by the internal node have been classied as belonging to the
k -th type of disease or pest represented by the leaf node. Ad-
ditionally, the generated decision tree is utilized to construct
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Figure 2. Representation of Decision Tree

a decision rule based on IF-THEN logic (Han et al., 2011) .
The information gain for the decision tree model is dened as
(Mantas and Abellan, 2014) ,

G(Y, Xd) = H(S(Y)) −
k (Xd )∑︁
m=1

S(Xdm)
S(Y) H(Xdm) (2)

where,

H(S(Y)) = −
k (Y)∑︁
j=1

Pj ∗ log2 Pj (3)

H(Xdm) = −
k (Xd )∑︁
m=1

Pm ∗ log2 Pm (4)

Furthermore, let X is the universal set, while A denotes the
fuzzy set obtained from X. The fuzzy set A in the universe
X is expressed as a set of ordered pairs of x and membership
function, `A(x),

A = {(x, `A(x)) |x𝜖X} (5)

The fuzzy membership function that denoted by `A(x),
visualizes the degree of membership of each value in a given
fuzzy set, A. This function is dened as `A: x→[0,1], where
each element of x is mapped to a value in the interval [0, 1].
Equations (6) – (8) illustrate the fuzzy membership function
for the three curves depicted in Figure 3.

For the triangle curve, a is the element that has the smallest
value of the domain that has the smallest membership value, b
is the inection point that is the point that has the dominant

Figure 3. Fuzzy Membership Function

50%, c is the element that has the greatest value of the domain
that has the largest membership value, and x is the value of the
predictor variable.

`A(x)


0; x ≤ a

(x−a)
(b−a) ; a ≤ x ≤ b
(c−x)
(c−b) ; b ≤ x ≤ c
0; x ≥ c

(6)

`A(x)


0; x ≤ 𝛼

2
(
(x−𝛼)
(𝛾−𝛼)

)2
; 𝛼 ≤ x ≤ 𝛽

1 − 2
(
(𝛾−x)
(𝛾−𝛼)

)2
; 𝛽 ≤ x ≤ 𝛾

1; x ≥ 𝛾

(7)

`A(x)


1; x ≤ 𝛼

1 − 2
(
(x−𝛼)
(𝛾−𝛼)

)2
; 𝛼 ≤ x ≤ 𝛽

2
(
(𝛾−x)
(𝛾−𝛼)

)2
; 𝛽 ≤ x ≤ 𝛾

0; x ≥ 𝛾

(8)

For the S-growth and S-shrinkage curves, 𝛼 denotes the
domain element with the lowest membership value, 𝛽 denotes
the inection point, the point with the dominant 50%, and
𝛾 is the domain element with the highest membership value.
The S-growth curve moves from the leftmost side, starting at
the domain value with a membership degree of zero, to the
far-right side, toward the domain value with a membership
degree of one, and the membership function is focused on 50%
of its membership value, which is frequently referred to as the
inection point. The S-shrinkage curve travels from right to
left, starting with the domain value with a membership degree
of one and ending with the domain value with a membership
degree of zero (Dubois and Prade, 2016) . The proposedmodel
was obtained by implementing the fuzzy membership function
in the discretization process.

The last step is the measurement of the performance of
the classication model. A confusion matrix is a table that is
frequently used to describe the performance of a classication
model on a set of test data whose actual values are known.
The matrix represents a straightforward cross-tabulation of
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observed and expected classes. Let true positives (TP) and
true negatives (TN) be proper classications. False positives
(FP) occur when an outcome is incorrectly expected as yes (or
positive) when it is in fact, negative (negative). A false negative
occurs when a result is incorrectly projected as negative when it
is actually good (FN) (Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009) . For the
rst class of diseases and pests of corn plants, the confusion ma-
trix is given in Table 2, and for the other classes is determined
similarly.

Table 2. Confusion Matrix for The First Class of Disease and
Pest Corn Plant

Prediction Class
j LRD DWD LBD LP SFP HAP

LRD TP FN FN FN FN FN

Actual
DWD FP TN TN TN TN TN

Class
LBD FP TN TN TN TN TN
LP FP TN TN TN TN TN
SFP FP TN TN TN TN TN
HAP FP TN TN TN TN TN

Average Accuracy =

∑J
j = 1

TP j+TN j
TP j+FP j+FN j+TN

J
(9)

Precision Macro =

∑J
j = 1

TP j
TP j+FP j
J

(10)

recall Macro =

∑J
j = 1

TP j
TP j+FN j

J
(11)

F Score Macro =
2Precision macro(Recall Macro)
Precision Macro + Recall Macro (12)

Specicity Macro =

∑J
j = 1

TN j
TN j+FP j
J

(13)

Kappa =
Average Accuracy-r

1 − r (14)

where

r =
a+b

J2

a =
J∑︁
j=1

(
TN j + FP j

) J∑︁
j=1

(
TN j + FN j

)

b =

J∑︁
j=1

(
TP j + FN j

) J∑︁
j=1

(
FP j + TP j

)
The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

curve, abbreviated as AUC, is also a good measure for measur-
ing multiclass classication performance (James et al., 2013).
The ROC curve for a given model shows the trade-o between
the recall and the false positive rate (FPR), where FPR is the
negation of specicity (TNR),

FPR = 1 −
∑J
j=1

TN j
TN j+FP j
J

(15)

For all measures as given in (9)-(15), the larger values, the
better the found classication model.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The original image of the dataset, which has a resolution of
2000×3000 pixels to 6000×8000 pixels, is cropped to 700×
1000 pixels to 5000×6000 pixels and resized with the same
resolution of 32×32 pixels. The examples of the digital image
with a resolution of 32×32 are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The Cropped and Resized Digital Image

Implementation of the fuzzy membership function in the
discretization process formed by the linguistic values. For ex-
ample, for three categories: dark, medium, and light, or for
ve categories: very dark, dark, medium, light, and very light.

Our experiment found the best discretization of predictor
variables into ve categories; very dark, dark, medium, light,
and very light. The curve for these categories was S-growth,
triangle, triangle, triangle, and S-shrinkage. The pixel value
intervals for each variable R, G, and B are 79.10 – 161.64,
82.69 – 167.82, and 36.63 – 129.07.

The parameters of each fuzzy membership function in this
work, as presented in Table 3, are obtained using a tuning
mechanism where each model is tested by providing a range
in the form of arbitrary input values for each fuzzy set (Yunus,
2018) . The lower limit value in each of these intervals is the
parameter 𝛼 on the S-growth curve and the upper limit value
is the parameter 𝛾 on the S-Shrinkage curve. The higher the
pixel value range, the lighter the color category.
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Table 3. Parameter of Fuzzy Membership Functions

Discretization Predictor Variable
Category Par. R G B

𝛼 79.10 82.69 36.63
Very Dark 𝛾 111.25 99.27 52.49

𝛽 95.17 90.98 44.56
a 82.69 84.94 42.43

Dark c 122.33 113.74 72.82
b 102.51 99.34 57.63
a 85.94 91.69 44.13

Medium c 126.35 132.43 91.34
b 106.14 112.06 67.73
a 86.53 92.01 45.46

Light c 143.15 148.58 111.05
b 114.84 120.30 78.26
𝛼 87.63 95.71 47.95

Very Light 𝛾 161.64 167.82 129.07
𝛽 124.64 131.77 88.51

The performance of the decision tree and the proposed
model that implements fuzzy membership functions in each
fold are depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Figure 5. Performance of Decision Tree Model

Table 4 and Table 5 detail the average performance of both
models. Metric measures with a higher average indicate that
the metric is better than the lower. The average of all perfor-
mance measures of the proposed model by implementing fuzzy
membership functions into the decision tree model is higher
than the original model. Three of the average performance
measures of the decision tree model are greater than 94%, and
the rest, four performance measures, are less than 84%. In
the proposed model, almost all of the average performance
measures have a value of more than 90%. Even the AUC value
is greater than 99%.

Furthermore, the proposed fuzzy model is better than the
decision tree model with an average performance increase from

Figure 6. Performance of Decision Tree Model with The
Fuzzy Membership Function

Table 4. Performance of Proposed Model

Testing Average Precision Recall F-score Specicity AUC KappaAccuracy Macro Macro Macro Macro

Mean 94.53 84.31 83.07 83.58 96.72 98.67 78.80
St.dev 1.76 6.27 5.61 5.28 1.06 2.10 6.62

the largest to the smallest; recall (12.88%), kappa (11.13%), F-
score (10.68%), precision (8.59%), accuracy (3.23%), specicity
(1.76%), and AUC (0.83%). In addition, referring to Ramasub-
ramanian and Singh (2017) , the performance of the decision
tree and the proposed models was categorized as good (kappa
60-80%) and very good (kappa more than 80%), respectively.
Referring to Mishra et al. (2016) , both models’ performance
was categorized as excellent (AUC more than 90%). Compared
to Panigrahi et al. (2020) , who also proposed the decision tree
model to identify corn plant disease, the result of this work is
better. As shown in Panigrahi et al. (2020) , the performance
measures for the decision tree model are accuracy 74.35%, re-
call 75.00%, precision 74%, and F1-score 75.00%. Moreover,
The validation between folds in the proposed model also has a
lower standard deviation in all performance metrics.

Figure 7. Bias of Proposed Model

The bias and the variance of both models for each fold
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Table 5. Performance of Proposed Model

Testing Average Precision Recall F-score Specicity AUC KappaAccuracy Macro Macro Macro Macro

Mean 97.76 89.39 94.87 93.29 98.66 99.16 90.96
St.dev 0.96 6.84 5.57 2.87 0.57 1.43 4.01

Figure 8. Variance of Proposed Model

are presented in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Bias is the dier-
ence between the average predicted results from the proposed
model that is built with the test value data. The tenfold cross-
validation resampling technique on both models exhibits a
small bias (James et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2009; Bengio
and Grandvalet, 2003). These values tend to be the same in
the two proposed models except for fold 1 where the bias in the
FDT model is smaller. The bias dierence of both proposed
models is statistically signicant. However, the variance of the
both proposed models as shown in Figure 8 shows identical val-
ues. This value is quite large when compared to the bias (James
et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2009; Bengio and Grandvalet,
2003), but small enough because it is less than 0.5% so that it
can be said that the proposed model, especially the one that
implements the fuzzy membership function, is able to capture
data trends well.

Moreover, adopting the fuzzy membership function in
the suggested decision tree model only aects the prediction
model’s bias. The combination of bias and variance produced
by the suggested model is quite small, indicating that it captures
data patterns accurately. The main contribution of this work is
that we have shown a signicant improvement in the decision
tree model performance by implementing fuzzy membership
functions; S-growth, triangle, and S-shrinkage curves.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The statistical machine learningmodels have been implemented
for identifying many objects, including food plant diseases and
pests. This work classied the diseases and pests of corn plants
using the decision tree model and improved the model’s per-
formance by implementing fuzzy membership functions. The
function’s implementation is based on the assumption that
the discretization of predictor variables contains ambiguity.

However, the proposed methods in this work require further
renement by adding other diseases and pests to the database
and conrming the results in an uncontrolled setting. However,
we recommend our proposed method to identify corn-based
diseases and pests on performance measures that are mostly
greater than 90%. The proposed model is better than the deci-
sion tree model, with an average performance increase from
the largest to the smallest; recall (12.88%), kappa (11.13%), F-
score (10.68%), precision (8.59%), accuracy (3.23%), specicity
(1.76%), and AUC (0.83%). Additionally, implementing the
fuzzy membership function in the decision tree model signi-
cant aects the prediction model’s bias. However, the combi-
nation of bias and variance generated by the proposed model
is relatively small, indicating that the model can capture data
trends well. This work contribution is that the performance
of the decision tree model improves by implementing fuzzy
membership functions; S-growth, triangle, and S-shrinkage
curves.
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